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The beryon Octetis composedmaioly of hypemns. Modem high energy hypemn teams
provide a tool for the study of hyperon static pmpertie~and interactions. Experiment with
thesebeamshave pmvidai new insigh@into hyperon rare decays,magnetic moments,and
interactions. These expximettts provide us with insights into the suoog, weak. and
electromagneticstructure of the baryons.

1. The Hyperons
The modem point of departure for any discussion of the structure of elementary
particles is the StandardModel. Figure 1 depicts the Standard Model and I note the three
generations,each generation containing a doublet of quarks. Our familiar world is made
of baryons composedof first generation quarks, the u and d doublet. Baryons containing
an s quark am hyperons. This is an “after the fact” definition since hyperons were known
long before the quark model. However, the quark model provides the context for our
discussion.
The SU(3) combinations of the three lowest massquarks to form baryons aredepicted
in Figure 2. Here I ignore, at leastfor the time being, the three higher massquarks. I make
the normal definition of hypercharge as the sum of baryon number and strangeness.
Identifying electric chargeasone half the hyperchargeplus the thiid component of isotopic
spin, I can now form the baryon octet and dccouplet. The lowest massspin 112baryons are
identified in Figure 2 as well as the lowest mass spin 3/2baryons.
The lifetimes of the baryons are determined by the interactions and final states
available to eachof them. Strong interaction decaysoccur with lifetimes so short that even
at high energiesthe hyperonsdo not move distancesinteresting to an experimenter. Within
the octet all of the membersare stableunder the strong interactions; the rest - except for the
proton-decaybywayofthe weakinteractions. TheX’ canalsodecayelectromagnetically,
E”+A02(; the proton is stable. Among the lowest mass membersof the decouplet only
the R- doesnot decay strongly. Table 1 summarizesthe quark content and lifetimes of the
long lived baryons; that is, those that do not have strong decays.
Much of the early data on hyperon static properties such aslifetimes, decay modes,
etc. was extracted from low energy bubble chamber photographs. Figure 3 is a bubble
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Figure 1. The StandardModel
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Figure.2. The Quark Structure of the Baryons
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Table 1 The Long Lived Baryons.
Data from reference I.

Baryon

Quark
Content

Mass
MeV/c2

Lifetime
Set

P

uud
udd
uds
uus
uds
dds
uss
dss

938.27
939.57
I I 15.63
I 189.37
I 192.55
I 197.43
I3 14.9
I32 I .32

stable
896
2.632~10-‘~
7.99x 10-l’
7.4x I o-20
I .479x I o-10
2.90x I o-10
I .639x I O-lo

sss

1672.43

8.22~ IO-”

Octet

Hyperons

n
A0
1:’
x0

Decouplet

chamber photograph taken from the thesisof Gershwin2 It shows a photograph from the
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory f&BL) 25 inch bubble chamberexposedto a 39OMeV/c Kbeam. Thebeamenters fromthebottomof thepicture andone seesaninteraction identified
as K-p + X+flI-. Onealsoseesthesubsequentdecay,E++ p^lr, andthephotonconverting
to an electron-positron pair near the top of the photograph. The short dark track is the E+
and the longer connecteddark track is the proton. The production dynamics of the hyperon
is well known from the study of low energy phaseshifts3 The energy of the K‘ beam was
chosen to have the center of mass energy near the mass of the Y,* (1530). This D-wave
resonanceinterferes with the S-wave backgroundto produce I+ with about 37% polarization. This is a very important technique to study the spin structure of the hyperons.
The bubble chamber technique has seriousdrawbacks. One is limited to only a few
tracks per picture, and the I+ with its short path length does not curve appreciably in the
magnetic fields available in bubble chambers. If the hyperons could be produced with
decay lengths long enough to separatetheir production vertices from their decay positions
then one would not be encumberedwith the backgroundsof the production region. It is this
fact which pushed the development of hyperon beams.
A hyperon beammakesuseof the relativistic lifetime increasedue to its high energy.
If I haveNOhyperons,I can write the number, N , which will not havedecayedafter traveling
a distance 1as
N= No exp(-l/id)

where

3

Id=P To/m

Figure 3. Interaction in LBL 25 inch bubble chamber showing K-p + E’TIdecay I+’

and the subsequent

p3

Here P is the hyperon momentum, Zo is its proper lifetime (at rest relative to the
observer), and m is its rest mass. In Figure 4, I plot the decay length as a function of
momentum for hypemns of interest. The early hyperon beamsusing the Alternate Gradient
Synchrotron (AGS) of Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and the Proton Synchrotron (PS) of CERN hadmomenta of z I 0 -2 0 GeV/c. Fromtigure4, Inotethatthis would
give us decay lengths of only a couple of meters at best. Although, these were successes
compared to previous techniques, it was not until the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron
(SPS) and Fermilab that one saw their full impact.
Hyperon beamsrely on the kinematics of hyperon production. The backgroundsto
these beams are the general features of high energy proton collisions. Figure 5 shows
photographs of 300 GeV protons interacting in the Fermilab 30 inch hydrogen bubble

A

chamber. Sinceonly chargedparticle tracks arevisible in a bubble chamberand sincetheir
curvaturein themagneticfieldisproporiional totheircharge andmomentum, thesepictures
give us a good visualization of the reactions. Note in the top photograph that there seems
tobeacoreoffonuardparticleswhichmaylooselybethoughtofasduetothefragmentation
of the projectile. The fragmentation of the target gives rise to lower energy tracks, andone
notes a large-angle heavily-ionizing track: a proton. The mean charge multiplicity4 (the
mean number of charged particles produced in an interaction) for inelastic events at this
energy is 8.5 particles.
40
Hyperon Decay 1
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Figure4. HyperonDecayLengthvs.Momentnm

The lower photograph taken from the samerun shows the production of two “vee”
tracks. The “vee” indicates where the neutral particle decayedinto charged secondaries.
These are undoubtedly the decays of strange particles - most likely K”+fi?Ior
A’+ pH-. Chargedhyperon decaysaremore difficult to seein thesephotographsbecause
they would appear as small “kinks” in a charged track. The task for the hyperon beam
designer is to find a way of deflecting or interacting away most of the unwanted particles
@ions,kaons, neutrons,etc.) and yet enhancingthe kinematic region of maximum hypemn
production.
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Figure5. 300GeVpmtonInteractions
2. H[yperon Beams
There are a number of excellent reviews describing hyperon beamsand the: physics
Programs that have utilized them.5-8
What are the essentialelements of a hyperon beam?
*Start with a high energy proton heam
*Interact the heam in a small target to produce hyperons
*Select particles produced in the forward direction - large %.
*Collimate in the other directions. Interact asmany of the other secondaryparticles
as practical, especially the pions before they can decay to muons.
*Magnetically select the desired momentum
*Do all of the ahove in as short a distance as possible to maximize the number of
hyperons that survive. This puts a premium on
**high magnetic fields
**high resolution detectors
**high energy

6

In Figure 6, we seethe essentialelementsof a hyperon beam. The Fermilab hyperon
beaminPmtonCenterhasa7mlongmagnet,thehyperonmagnet,g withaverticalmagnetic
field of about 3.5 T. The inner portion of the magnet containing the channel is removable
and can be fitted with a curvedchannel appropriatefor a chargedbeamor a straight channel
for a neutral beam. A setof magnetsupstreamof the hyperon magnet allows for the angle
of the proton beam impinging on the target to be varied either in the horizontal or vertical
direction. This aLlowsfor the targeting angle to be varied between about*4 mrad in either
plane for 800 GeV incident protons. The transversemomentum, pt, of the produced beam
particle is just the product of the sine of the targeting angle and the hyperon momentum.
Along with the Feynman x (x& it is used to chamcterize a hyperon beam.
Magnat,
Shleldlng

Dbtsctors

Beam

Figure.6. Essential
Elements

of a Charged Hyperon Beam

Following the hyperon magnet is a set of high resolution spatial detectors. In the earlier
beams these were spark chambers and then proportional chambers; now silicon snip
detectors are used. In a recent configuration, a Cu target of 0.5 mm full width in the
horizontal plane coupled with 50 pm pitch silicon strip detectorsresulted in momentum
resolutionof”0.2%
(Ap/p)andangulartesolutionof~lO
yad.
An important considerationin the early chargedhyperon beamswas the identification
of the hyperons before they decayed. Cherenkov detectors were used for particle
identification in the early BNL AGS and CERN PS beams. Figure 7 shows the beamlo
configuration of the CERN PS beam.
A ch-argedpatticle traveling with a velocity greaterthan the speedof light in a medium
will emit Cherenkovradiation. The angle of the particle’s Cherenkov radiation is given by
cos 8, = l/n8

with

@=v/c

and n being the refraction index of the c herenkov medium. Jn Figure 7 this counter is
referred to as a DISC, that is, a differential isochrunou~ Cherenkov detector. It is
straightfonvatd to calculate the angular separationof two Cherenkov rings produced by
particles of mass m 1 and m 2, and momentum p
Ae, = (ml2 -mP2)/(2p2

tan 0, )

t

0

I
t

I
*

3

I.

1

Figure7(a) EarlyCERNPSchargedhypemnbeamshowingq~~lefocussingmagnersandShc~nkov
pnmer.
(h) Cherenkov
counterpressure
curve
Thus, the separationis larger at small 8,. However, if one usesaphototube as a detector,
the number of detected photoelectronsis given by
N=AL sin2ec
where L is the path length in the medium. Thus, a compromise must be reached between
these two conditions.
For the Cherenkov detector to work the angular spreadof the beam must be smaller
than the separationof the Cherenkov anglesof the particles to be identified. Figure 7 shows
the use of magnetic quadrupole lenses,‘orender the beam more nearly parallel to help this
separation. In the Figure 7 beam the Cherenkov medium was a gas whose pressure,and
hencerefractiveindex,couldbeeasilychanged. In thesamefigureisapmssurec~ewhich
shows the copiously produced fl- and K- particles. Clearly visible are the p, E-, and
E-, which can now be incorporated into an electronic trigger. This was an important
advancementin producing a useful hyperon beam.
The above beam was soon followed by a higher energy beam’ ” ’ 2 at BNL,
constructedbyagroupfmmFermilabandYale. Itsconfigurationis showninFigure8. The
29 GeV proton beamimpinged on a small metal target and the resulti$g 23 GeV/c beamwas
transported through a small tungsten lined channel. A DISC type Cherenkov counter was
not used in this beam; however, the interior of the
^ channel was coated with a reflective
material and filled with a gasto make a threshold Cherenkovcounter which was sensitive
to charged pions, but not particles of baryonic mass.
The hyperon momentum and direction were determined by the magnetic channel and
the high resolution chambersjust downstream of it. The downstream analyzing magnets
and sparkchambersdeterminedthe trajectory of oneof the chargeddecayparticles. For two
lnxlydecaysthemactioncouldbereadilyidentifiedeven thoughtheuajectoryof theneutral
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Figure 8. High Energy Negative Hypxon Beam at BNL.
particle was not measured.
with this beam.

Figure 9 shows the reconsmxted

hyperon masses ’ 2 measured
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Figure 9. Z- and E- reconstructedmassfrom the Yak - Fermilab beamat BNL
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These early hyperon beams provided the first systematic measurementsof hyperon
fluxes andprovided the “engineering” measurementsfor later beams. Figure 10 is an early
measurement’ 2 of thesehyperon fluxes anda comparisonwith production of chargedpions
and kaons. This comparison is important since theseare the contaminants to the hypemn
beam and their numbers will usually limit ratesin the apparatusdesigned to study hyperon
properties.
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Figure10. Hypmn Production Comparison
Cresssectionvs.XF
Figure 10deservessomecomments.Plottedisthemeasuredproductioncrosssectlon
as a function of Feynman x, XF. For this case,to a good approximation, it is just the ratio
of the secondaryparticle momentum divided by the incident proton momentum. These
yields have all been corrected for decay lossesand extrapolated back to the production
target. One notes a surprising fact: at large xP the yield of E- is greater than that of 71-,
and that of E’- is greater than that of K- ! This demonstratedthat hyperons are produced
copiously at high energies and are E 10 % of all produced particles. It also showed the
desirability of yet higher energy beams so that these high yields could be realized well
downstream of the target as was indicated by Figure 4.
Table 2 gives a short description of the major chargedhyperon beams. The successful
operation of beamsat CEBN andBNL was followed by beamsat the major new high energy
machines at CERN and Fermilab. In Table 2, I try to give someof the salient features of
these beams. This is not intended to be a complete list, but to give an overview of the
properties of the major beams.
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Table
Charged

Hyperon

2

Beam Characteristics

CERN PS
1969

BNL AGS
1970

CERN SPS
1978

Incident
Protons
Flux per pulse

24 GeV
~10”

29 GeV
=1.5-IO”

ZOO-400
“4-10’”

Secondary
Momenta GeV/c

13-20

17-26

70-140

100-350

Length

3

4.4

12

IO

50 x-

200 x2 E-

4000 z400 s2 F-

100,000
1
zoog z-

meters

Fluxes
per pulse

I s-

Fermi lab PC
I961
GeV

0.1 R-

Physics
Results

Use
Polarization?

400 GeV
%109-10’2

20 x
0.5 R-

50 E’
2 E.

1000 Z’
20 se+
0.1 R’

E-, Z- Fluxes
X-p, U,,Ao/dt
z-+n e- u

X-. 2. Fluxes
Z-p. do/At
z--n e- v
Z-+A e- U
Z--Y

Fluxes
R-, BR. Flux
Leptonic
Decays
Y” Physics
Charm

Fluxes
Leptonic
Decays
Magnetic
Moments

No

No

No

Yes

How can we visualize the dynamics of hyperon production? From Figure 10, we can
seethat the production of Z- and E- is copious in the forward direction. Diagrams which
emphasizeleading particle effects - mechanismsin which one or more of the projectile’s
constituent or valence quarks are incorporated into the produced hyperon - probably play
a significant role. Each of the two diagrams illustrated in Figure 11 has the produced
hyperon containing some of the constituent quarks of the projectile. It follows from
momentum conservation that in the sequential decay of the first diagram, the heavier
particle would absorbmost of the laboratory momentum. Thesediagrams, which have the
hyperonsas“leading particles,” would eachcontribute to the observedlarge XFdiSaibUtiOn
of the hyperon.
Hyperon beamsutilize hypemns produced inclusively. The initiating proton beam
strikes a target and only particles producedin a very limited angular and momentum range
are observed. This means that we know very little about the detailed mechanism of the
production. We do not know in a particular interaction what other particles are pmduced,
what are their multiplicity distributions, correlations, etc.
Many of the samedesign questionsI have discussedfor chargedhyperon beamsalso
apply to neutral beams. The curved channelof Figure 6 becomesa straight channel but one
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Figure11. Diagrams whichmaycontributeto leadinghyperonproduction
stiIl needsa high magnetic field to sweepaway unwanted chargedparticles, high resolution
detectors, good shielding, etc. The large magnet built for the Fermilab Proton Center
charged hyperon beam8 has a removable central channel. The original channel was lined
with tungsten, and had a radius of curvature appropriate for transmitting a 350 GeV/c
particle at its maximum magnetic field of about 3.5 T. Although the full magnet weighs
about400 tons,thiscentral channelcanbereadilyremoved andreplaced byeitherasnaight
channel suitable for a neutral beam or a curved channel with a larger radius of curvature
suitable for a higher momentum charged beam.
Of course,in a neutral beam, thereis no momentum selection;one acceptsall energies
and particle types. One has not only A0 particles but also neutrons and photons of all
momentaproduced in the target. Reference6 is an excellent review of the Fermilab neutral
hyperon beam program Figure 12, taken from this work, is a schematic layout of such a
beam. The signatureof a detectedA0 is the decayA0 -+X-p, which hasthe characteristic
“‘vee” signature. In Figure 12,note the abiity to changethe incident proton beamdirection
and hencevary the hyperon production angle. Note @sothe large targeting magnet, the
evacuated decay region, and the spectrometer and Cherenkov detector to measure the
momenta and identify the hyperon decay products.
An important constraint on identifying a A” produced in the target is that the
reconstructedA0 momentum points to the target. However, in the decay :‘-tA”fl”,
the
Supplemented
A0 doesnot originate in the target and would not in generalpoint back toit.
with lead glassarraysfor photon identification from the decayTI’+ 38, this hasproved an
effective method for E” identification. Although there is a large body of information on
hyperon production, it is far from complete. The most detailed studieshave beendone for
the A” system, and this is described in considerabledetail in reference 6.
Figure 13 shows the production cross sectionsof A0 and /\” produced at various
production angles with a 400 GeV proton beam on a beryllium target. Note that at a given
angle and xF, the production of the A” is ordersof magnitude larger. Careful, the units for
the A0 am m b while those of the r\” am ttb! One also notes that the A0 production is
large at large values of xF as would be expectedfor leading particle production. Similar
graphs are presentedfor Z” and ? production in reference 6.
The general shapesof thesedistributions do not changevery rapidly as a function of
incident beam momentum. There is only a slight dependenceon the target material, but

12

Figure 12. Earlyspecmnneterfaaneuaalhyperonbeam.Notethetarget~locationandchambers(BCand
BC2)tomonitorincidentbeamwsitions. C I -C6 arewircchambersusedtorecons!n~cthyperon
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Figure 13. &XS SectiOnS
at 400 Gev.

asafuMiOn of XF forvariOwproducIiOn~gles

there is a large dependenceon production angle, or Pt. One concludes from this behavior
that the hyperonsexhibit a leading particle behavior but the antihyperons,having no quarks
in common with the projectile, do not.
3. Measurement of da/dt.

bt, Y* Production

Tests of the quark model as it related to the high energy strong interactions of the
baryons were of particular interest at the time of the early hyperon beams. Of particular
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importance was the “size” of the baryon as a function of its quark content. Measurements
of baryon total and elastic differential cross sections, ~5t and d 0 /d t , at high energies
receivedmuch attention. Here t is the four momentum transfer betweenthe initial projectile
and the final statehyperon.
Figure 14 showsatypicalapparatus for themeasurement13of bt and db/dt. This
is a classical transmission experiment. One sequentially inserts a set of targets into the
hyperon beamand recordsthe interaction rate. Shown are a hydrogen, a deuterium, and an
evacuatedcylinder of similar dimensions, a “blank.” One measuresthe momentum and
directionofeachincidentparticle,thenwhetheritwasabsorbedorscattered,andifscattered
the scattering angle.

Figwe14. Apparahlsfathemeasurement’3ofbtanddb/dtattheCERNSPS.
target is off the diagram to the left.

Thehyperonproduction

The measurementsof d d / d t and 0 t are important in understanding the size and
shape of the hyperons at high energies. The earliest hyperon beam measurementsof
dG/dt were done at the CERN PS and at BNL AGS, and data for Z-p scattering is
showt?’ l4 in Figure 15. The fact that the logarithmic extrapolated dG/dt does not go
through the optical point indicates either that the logarithmic slope is not linear - as is the
casefor pp elastic scattering - or that there is a problem with the normalization.
The total crosssectionsmeasurements’3 in Figure 16, which were done at the CERN
SPS,are the highest momentum (” 140 GeV/c) hyperon total crosssectiondata available.
Note the slow rise of the cross sectionwith momentum. The hydrogen and deuterium data
can be analyzed to yield the proton and neutron data separately,and from them fits can be
madeto various quark model predictions. It is important that thesemeasurementsbe carried
out at high energies where one is far removed from s-channelresonances.
From very early data on the measurementsof the total crosssections,it was clear that
particles containing a strangequark had smaller total cross sectionsthan their non-strange
counterparts. In the simplest picture one can write
crt(Tp)-crt(K-p)=A
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Figure 15. Early meaSurementS
of dU/dt.

where one finds that n 5 4 mb. One can comparethe effects of adding one or more strange
quarks
bt(pp)-crt(Z:-p

or A'p)=A

at(pp)-0t@-p)=3/l
Althoughnomeasurementsexistfor~~(R~p~,themodelgivesreasonableagreementwith
data. The reader is referred to reference 13 for details. Embellishments of this model have
problems with agreementat about the 1% level. It would be straightforward to extend these
measurementsof total cross sectionsto the momentum range of zz2 0 0 -600 GeV/c for not
only Z-, Z+, and Z-, but also for F using the Fermilab hyperon beam.
High energy hyperon beams are ideal tools for the study of excited hyperon states.
These are stateswhich are produced in strong interactions, decay through them, and are
observedasresonances.They possessa rich structuresince the baryon octet and decouplet
shown in Figure 2 are only the ground states. The understandingof the properties of these
excitedstatesisimportantforunderstandingthenatureofthequarkforces. Excitedhyperon
stateswere observed’ ’ from the first chargedbeamsat CERN and BNL. However, it was
with the CERN SPSbeamthat more detailed studiesof thesestateswere conducted. These
included studiesof S=-2 states.’ 6
The most interesting was the discovery of the first S=-3 excited states’ 7 of the RWith the CERN SPShyperon beatr~,~one could identify the incident hyperon asa Y , and
one could investigate the products resulting from its interaction in a target. Modifications
to the detector were the addition of more planes of wire chambersto be able to measureand
sort out the many additional trackspresentin the event, c herenkovdetectorsto identify the
interaction products, and lead glass(or someotherphoton identifier). With that one is able
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Figure16. Hypemntotalcresrsectionasa function of momentum
to reconstruct complicated decay chains such as

4. Hyperon Polarization
The hyperons of the octet shown in Figure 2 all have spin l/2 and, except for the X0,
have their major decays modes mediated by the weak interactions. This means that
information from the distribution of their decayproductscan be usedto determine their spin
direction. I illustrate this in Figure 17 where I schematically representthe polarized decay
ofaA\“-+pJT. TheAohereistotallypolarizedhavingitsspindirectioninthe+zdirection.
The spin parity (JP)assignment’ of the A0 is Jp=l/2+. If parity was conservedin its decay
- it is not since it decaysthrough the weak interactions - we could write the parity of the
decay products
P(A’)

= P(T)

P(p) (- 1)’

In this notation 1 is the angular momentum of the final state, the parity of the x- is
P(rc-)=-1, and P(p)=+l.
Parity and angular momentum conservation would only allow the p-state, l=l.
Angular momentum conservation alone allows either the s or p-state, l= 0 or 1. Thus, we
can equate the angular momentum part of the initial spin l/2 wave function to the sum of
the two possible final wave functions
Yl/Z’

~p{rnY,

IX-l/Z

- my,ox+,/2}

16

+ c%

{ YrloX+1/2~

Figure17. Decay of a polarizedA’
We can form the intensity
I= 1Y I* = i/4n

( 1o(~ I * + 1mp 12 - 2 Re ~~~~~*cos 01

which we can rewrite as
I = 1 + cx cos 8

where

o(= -2Re

CX~CX~
*I(

I MS I * + I cfp I * )

It is easy to seethat if the initial hyperon was not totally polarized we would write
I zz I + CXPcos e
where P is the hyperon polarization. Note that we needboth s and p wavesin the final state
togetancx 20.
Referring to Figure 17 we define an asymmetry
A = 2(NT- NJ)/(N~+N~)
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where N Tis the number of decayshaving the proton in the +z direction and NJ is the number
of decayshaving the -z direction. We can write this in terms of CCPby noting that
n/2

NT= Jo
NJ =

JZ2

(l+mP

cos 0) d (cos@)=

(l+cxP cos 0) d (cos9)

l+ cxP/2
= 1- otP/2

Hence A=cxP. Now we know how to go from physical measurementsof the number
up and the number down to the product of 0tP.
The physics of the decay is contained in o(. If we just wish to measurea polarization
or seethe spin direction precessby a magnetic field we need not be concernedhow nature
gave us cx; we canjust use it. Note that we measureasymmetries, hencethe product of cx
and P. We needto havethem both nonrero to measurea spin direction. The larger the value
of o(, the easier it is to measureA and hencethe polarization.
Table 3 is a list’ of some of the more important hyperon decay modes, branching
ratios, and LXparametersfor these decays.
Table 3. Hyperon Decay Properties
Decay Mode

BR%

of

1++pTP
E++nK+

51.6
48.3

-0.98ofo.019
0.068M.013

I-+ t-mZ:-+ne-T

99.8
0.1

-0.068m008
-0.519kO.104

64.1
35.7

0.642kO.013
0.65ti.05

:“+A0710

100.

-0.411M.022

:--t/yy-

100.

-0.456M.014

R-+AY(-j-+:yQ-+:-no

67.8
23.7
8.6

-0.02650.026
0.0950.14
0.05kO.21

From Table 3 we seethat CCfor the various decay modes can assumea wide range of
values. The decay ~‘+pJ? has cx near its maximum negative value, making it easy to
measurethe 1’ polarization through this decaymode. The decay I-+ nn- has a small but
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clearly non-zerovalueofoc makingitnecessary to havealargedata sampleandgoodcontrol
of systematic errors to get a measurementof its polarization.
In decays such as I-+A’fl-,
where one also observes the subsequent decay
A”+pn-,
information about the spin direction of the I- is contained in the decay
disnibution6”8-20 OfthedecayingA’. Usingthestandardformslism18~ lg we can write
8= 2 Im CXSOC~*/(~CXS~~+Io(~~~)
‘tl=

qc%~2-~ocp~2)

~(~cxs~2+~ocp~2).

We now can expressthe magnitude of the A0 polarization
PA=[(,~+j\.P~)~-g~(~~P~)-^L(ffiX(~x

PE)]/(

I + &.p,)

where A is the A” direction in the Z- center of mass. Under time reversal invariance,
assuming there are no foal state interactions, and using the relation
&+432+;j(2

= 1

it can be shown that 8 =O. We can then write a somewhat simpler relation for PA
P*=[(ocs+(

1-

~2i,)A.P,)A+~=P=)l/~
- -

I + cx&~Pf)

The extraction of the S- polarization is still tedious but straightforward, and must be done
iteratively.
From Table 3, we seethat for CL’-decaysthe values of o( are all small and consistent
with zero. In this case we must use the information from the subsequentA0 decay to
determine the parent polarization. Note that one can still measurethe cxparametersfor the
R- decay even if the R- is not polsri~ed.~ This is further complicated by the fact that the
!2- has spin =3/2. However, similar proceduresas for the 5 decay have been developed.2’
Significant hyperon polarization was detectedin the early Fermilab neutral hypcron
beam.22 Figure 18 shows this data for A” and A0 produced by 400 GeV protons. The
polarization is plotted as a function of the transversemomentum, pt. of the produced
hyperon relative to the incident proton momentum. Note that sinceboth the incident proton
beam and the target are unpolarized, rotational symmetry require there be no polarization
of the produced hyperons at pt =O.
The clear evidence (Figure.18) that A0 is produced with significant polarization but
that X0 is not polarized came as a surprise.
An argument had been made that strong interaction polarization effects should
disappear at high energies. Roughly it went as follows. Polarization is an interference
effect. To have a significant polarization requires two statesthat are large and which will
interfere. At higher energies an increasingly larger number of angular momentum states
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will participate and it will be unlikely that any two are dominant. The data of Figure 18
speak to the contrary.
As I have pointed out earlier, the A” is a leading particle and the no is not. Might
this be significant? It must be kept in mind that theseare inclusive measurementsand we
onlymeasureoneofthereactionproducts. Wedonotknowifthe A0 wasproduceddirectly
asaA”orwaspmducedasaEo whichthendecayedZ0+Aoi3(. Forthatmatterwedonot
know if the A0 -(or X0) was produced as a Y * resonancewhich decayed strongly to the
A0 (or X0).
9
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Figure 18. A” and /\” polarization as a function of pt

Figure 19 shows the measuredpolarization of some other hyperons. Plotted here is
the polarization asa function of the hyperon momentum at a fixed production angle. Since
p t q P s i tl 8, where P is the hyperon momentum and 0 the production angle, the
horizontal axis is proportional to pt. These are all produced by 400 GeV protons.
Significant polarization seems to be a general property of hyperon production at high
energies.
One seeseach of the hyperons being produced with Marization of z IO -2 0 % at
pt z 1 GeV/c. The fact that early experimentshad shown A0 to be unpolarized where in
the samekinematic range A0 was polarized lent credenceto the idea that polarization is a
leading particle effect. However, recent data have cast great doubt on this picture.
Measurement of the ? polarization by the Fermilab E756 group23 has shown it to be.
polarized by about the same amount as the E-. This data is shown in Figure 20. New
preliminary data reported by the Fermilab E761 group at the 1991 American Physical
Society meeting in Washington indicates that the E- is also produced with z 10%
polarization. Bothsetsofdatausedan8OOGeVprotonbeam. ABetargetwasusedinE756,
a Cu target in E761. The nature of the target material does not seemto have a major effect
on hyperon production. Pondrom6 has a good summary of target material dependenceof
hyperon production and polarization data.
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Can we seeany pattern to hyperon polarization? Figure 21 displays the valencequark
diagrams for the reactions we have discussed. I have separated them into three columns
corresponding to whether the prcxlucedhyperon (or antihyperon) retains zero, one, or two
of the projectile’s valence quarks. In our notation for the antiparticles, we adopt the
convention that the written sign is the electrical chargeof the particle under consideration.
Thus, for the antiparticle of the 3- we write E+ , not Z-.
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Figure 21. Quark Level DiagramsFor Hyperon Production

Perhapssomeclues may becomeevident if we look at the spin stmcturc of the final
state hyperons. Heller24 pointed out that by examining the SU(6) wave functions and
assuming that the produced s quark carries the polarization, one could infer that the
polar&on of the I+ and the 1’ should be of opposite sign and l/3 of the A0 polarization.
The sign is indeed yposite but the factor of l/3 doesnot seemto hold (is the A” produced
as A0 or 1’ or Y states?).
To seethis we take the SU(6) quark spin wave functions from any modem text or the
early paper2’ of Franklin. These are shown in Figure 22. In the A0 wave function, since
the u and d quarks arcin a singlet state,the spin of the A o is the spin direction of the S quark.
The spin statesof the Z’s are all uiplets.
We can now take thesewave functions and try torewrite the valence quark diagrams
that are shown in Figure 23. In addition to the production of hyperonsby protons, other high
energy data is included on polarized hyperon production by kaons and antiprotons.
In Figure 23, using the wave function of Figure 22, I have noted the spin configurations of the hyperons. I have also noted the polarization directions of the produced
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hyperons. If one ignores the antihyperons, one notes that the S quark is always produced
with its spin down.
Let me also mention two other approachesto the J&uir.ation question. One is that
of Gustafson27 (Lund model) whose model assumesqq pairs are produced from the sea
via the breaking of a QCD string but conserving local angular momentum. DeGmnd and
h4iettinen28proposetwo simple rules: quarkswhich gain longitudinal momentum combine
with spins down; quarks which lose longitudinal momentum combine with spins up. This
is equivalent to a Thomas precessionand a spin orbit coupling. Both models explain much
of the data. The magnitudesof someof the polarizations areat odds with eachof the models.
None of them can explain the polarizations of the antihyperons. A recent review by P.
Krol12’ is recommendedalthough it was done before the polarizations of the ? and ?
were measured.
The role of the R- has been a special one in the quark model picture. Its prediction
by Gell-Mann and Okubo3o and subsequentdiscovery at BNL3 ’ was a key test of the quark
model. Justthree strangequarksaligned to form a spin 3/2 object, it is the simplest hypcmn
thatisaccessibletotheexperimentalist. Itisalsotheonly memberof thedecouplet thatdocs
not decay strongly, making it the only s=3/2 object of a charged hyperon beam. Its short
lifetime (compared to the other charged hyperons) and low production cross section have
pushed beams to higher energies and intensities.
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Figure. 24. First R- in the BNL 80” bubble chamk~ ’

Figure 24 shows the fmt R- event seenin the BNL 80 inch bubble chamber3’ in
1964. It is a complex event and the visible decaychain is extraordinary in its completeness.
It is also a very lucky event iu that one observesthe conversion of both photons from the
x0 decay. Since the radiation length in hydrogen is 8.65 m, compared to the full length of
the 80 inch (2.03 m) bubble chamber, converting both photons was indeed fortuitous.
Although a tremendouseffort was made to collect a large sampleof R- events,the largest
bubble chamber sample, 101 events, was published3* in 1978. This experiment showed
that the spin ofthe R- could not be l/2, wasconsistentwith a spin 3/2 assignment,but could
not exclude a higher spin.
The CERN SPS hyperon beam was the first to produce large numbers of !T events
13,000
and obtained the first precisedetermination33~80fitslifetimewithasampleof~
events. The Fermilab E756 gr,~up~~-~~ now has event samples an order of magnitude
larger.
In order to measurethe magnetic moment by the classical spin precessiontechnique
one needslo produce a polarized sampleof the particles of interest. How doesone produce
a polarized R-? Clearly, when one startswith an incident proton beam, one must produce
all the s quark constituents of the R- from the sea. If hyperon polarization is a leading
particle effect then the R-, as the antihyperons, should not be polarized.
The first attempt by the E756 group to produce a polarized hyperon beam is shown
as the Phase 1 configuration35 in Figure 25. This is a plan and elevation view of their
channel and targeting scheme. The angle of the beam incident on the target could be
changedby a setof upstreammagnetic elements. The results of running in this configuration are shown34-35 in Figure 26. The disappointing result is that the polarization of the
R- is not significantly different from zero.
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A modification of the E756 apparatuswas madeto produce the Q- asa tertiary beam.
The idea was to use a beam of neutral polarized particles to produce the R- and hope that
the polariration of the neutral particles could be transferted to the LT. The suggestionthat
there might be.a significant spin transfer from a neutral polar&d hyperon to the R- was
made by DeGrand et al.37
Figure 27 shows the primary target moved upstreamand followed by a dipole which
sweptthepmducedchargedparticlesawayfromthesecondtarget. Impingingonthesecond
target are the neutral particles produced from the fmt target. This neutral beam is rich iu
A’, X0, and:O which weknowcanbeproducedwithsignificantpolarization bychauging
the proton beam angle on the first target. Of course, the intensity on the secondtarget is
much less than in the Phase1 contiguration. Figure 28 shows the measuredpolarization of
the R- in the Phase 2 configuration. Although not extremely large, the polarization is
sufficient to provide a measurement36of the R- magnetic moment. This was the first
demonstration of spin transfer in a hyperon beam.
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5. Baryon Magnetic Moments
The last ten years have seen great advancesin the measurements of the baryon
magnetic moments (Table 4). There now exist measurementsof the magnetic momentsof
all the baryon octet shown in Figure 2 except for the x0. That one has a lifetime too short
for it to uavel a significant distance, even at the highest energies now available. In the
baryon decouplet a measurementnow exists of the R- magnetic moment.
Measurementsof baryon magnetic moments have provided important insights into
composition of baryons as well as useful constraints for model builders. These measurements show that a simple quark model describesmost of the salient features. However, the
significant discrepancieshave raised fundamental questions about baryon structure and
producedasteadystreamoftheoreticalpapers. I wouldlike tobrieflyreview the technology
for making thesemeasurements,the current stateof the measurements,and the near term
prospectsfor improvements. I will then commenton the comparisonswith the quark model.
MagneticResonunce Techniques. The magnetic momentsof the proton and neutron
are known to great accuracy.38 Highly sensitive magnetic resonance techniques3g940
allow measurement uncertainties of 0.022 ppm for the proton and 0.235 ppm for the
neutron. These uncertainties are orders of magnitude smaller than those for the other
baryons.
Exotic Atoms. A method that has beenusedto measurethe antiproton’ ’ and the Ehyperon4* magnetic moments utilizes stopping a beam of theseparticles and forming an
“exotic” atom. This “exotic” atom consists of a negative baryon captured near rest by a
nucleus. X-rays from the exotic atom transitions are detected with high resolution solid
statedetectors. From the hyperfine splitting the hyperon magnetic moment can be inferred.
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Table 4. Baryon Magnetic Moments

Baryon

P
n

Magnetic Moment

Quark
Model

llN

PN

2.792847386 ! 0.000000063

Input

-I .9 I304275

input

2 0.00000045

A”
Z+

-0.613 t 0.004
2.419 t 0.022

input
2.67

I-

-1.156

t 0.014

-I .09

-1.61 ? 0.08
-1.253 i 0.014

-1.63
-1.43

-0.675

PA”
20
R-

t 0.022

-1.94 ! 0.17

Difference

0

%Dif

PN

-0.251 t 0.022
-0.066 t 0.014

-11.41

-9.40

-4.7 I

6.06
-1.23

0.02 f 0.08

0.25
12.64
-6.4 I

-12.38

-0.49

0.177 i 0.014
-0.185 i 0.022

-1.84

-0.10 i 0.17

-0.59

5.43

37.76

Complications occur becausethe capturesare usually done in heavy elements. There are
significant atomic physics corrections, and one is not able tom-solveall the transition lines.
This method has yielded a measurementof the X- magnetic moment which is consistent
with the somewhat more precise measurement43 done by the classical spin precession
technique. The weighted mean of theseresults is given in Table 4.
PrimakoflMethod
The electromagnetic decay, X”+Ao%, is a magnetic dipole
transition and hasassociatedwith it a transition magnetic moment. This transition moment
is described by the sameformalism as the static magnetic moments and amenableto the
samequark model predictions. It has been measured’ by the Primakofp4 method.
Classical Spin Precession. The measurementof the spin precessionin a magnetic
field has been the most productive technique for yielding hyperon magnetic moments.
Contributing to that successhave been the following.
1.

2.

3.
4.

The advent of high momentum (hundredsof GeV/c) hyperon beams has allowed
hyperon decaylengths of afew to tensof meters.Thus, hyperon path lengths sufficient
to traverse significant magnetic fields are now at hand.
Short (” 10 meters) beamswith very significant hyperon fluxes have made possible
high statistic measurements.
The hyperon parity violating weak decays allow an easy way of identifying the
hyperon spin direction.
Au unpolarized proton beamimpinging on an unpolarized targetcan producehyperon
beams of significant polarization. Many (but unfortunately not all) hyperons have
significant polarization (IO-25%) at p t x 1 GeV/c.
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5.

Tbe discovery by Fermilab E756 that the R- is not produced with any significant
polarization led this group to usea double targeting technique to produce a polarized
R- beam.

Figure 29 illustrates the targeting geometry and baryon spin precession for the
measurementof A0 magnetic moment. This geometry has a vertical magnetic field (Y
direction) and the A0 polarization in the X direction. Since the incident proton beamis in
the Y-Z plane (vertical targeting) the only polarixation allowed in the parity conserving
strong interaction is in the X plane. As the A” traversesthe magnet the spin is precessed
by an angle
Q, (degrees)

q

18.3 JAB/~ JB.dI (T-m)

whereIn isthe baryonmagneticmomentinunitsoftheprotonnuclearmagneton, jlN =eh/
(2 m pd. Here mp is the proton massand 8 is the baryon velocity divided by the speed
of light. If tbe targeting ISdone in the horizontal plane (beamin the X-Zplane), the allowed
polarization would be in the vertical (Y) direction. Since it is now parallel to the magnetic
field, therewould be no spin precession. By changing the sign of the angle (8) one reverses
the polarization of the hyperon beam. The ability to control the direction of polarization
gives us an important tool for the control of systematic uncertainties.
Measurement45of the A” magnetic moment using the targeting geometry of Figure
29 and the detector geometry of Figure 12 yielded an extremely precise A” magnetic
moment,l.tA = -0.6 138+O.OO47~N.~islessthana1%uncertaintyofthemagnetic
moment! Figure 30 shows the spin precession as a function of the field integral.
Measurements46of the ? magnetic moment have been done with a similar apparatus.
It is somewhat easier to control systematic uncertainties in magnetic moment
measurementsfor neutral hyperonsasillustrated in this figure. For a chargedhyperon this
is complicated by the fact that the hyperon momentum changeswith the magnetic field.

Figure 29. Beam targeting geometry and spin precessionof a A0 hyperon
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Referring back to Figure 6, we can write the spin rotation, relative to the baryons’
direction of motion, as it traversesa magnetic field
0 (degrees)

= 18.3 (g/2-

I) (m,/m,)

/8

IB

dl (T-m).

We write j.l B in terms of the g-factor and the spin vector,
)ig = g/2 (e/mB)s
For the Fermilab Proton Center hyperon beam, typical values of these parametersare
magnetic field, B=3.5 T and length, l= 7 m. For a 350 GeV/c E+ theseyield a spin rotation
0 X 700”. This is not a small effect!
I will now review the statusof some recent measurementsof the charged baryons’
magnetic moments. I have tabulated the magnetic moment values starting with the initial
operation of the Fermilab hyperon beams. I apologize to the authors of earlier measurements that I will not mention; however, the data is really dominated by results from the start
of this period. I will not spendmuch time on the neutral hyperon measurementssince the
1985 review article of Pondrom6 is still a good description.
Tire Z+ magnetic moment. The agreementis poor betweenmeasurementsfrom two
Fermilabexperiments47S48shown in Figure 31. Thesetwo, nominally 1% measurements
differ by 3.10, indicating one or both of them probably haveerrors larger than stated.This
is a well known problem and has been handled by increasing the error of their mean to
2.419rH3.022+rW,
Although not crucial for the confrontation of existing models, it may soon
be tidied up. Fermilab E761 hasrepeatedthis measurementwith apparatusof considerably
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better angular and momentum resolution. They have also collected an order of magnitude
more data. Hopefully, we will soon seea resolution to this discrepancy.
The .T- magnetic moment. Figure 32 shows the recent history of E- magnetic
moment measurements.42*43 Tbe one with the highest precision43 representsa combination of measurements at two beam momenta and two final states (X--+nK
and
-.. ,
‘Z-Magnetic

Figure 32.

Moment

Z- MagnetMomentStatlls
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-

). Figure 33 shows a plan view of the apparatus from this experiment,43
Fermilab E715. The major thrust was to measurethe asymmetry parameter, Me, in E8 -decay. It was fortunate that we was sufficiently large to provide an excellent magnetic
moment measurementeven though this isarsre decay (Table 3). Figure 33 showsa typical
particle trajectory for the decay E-+ ne-U . A key ingredient was the double identification
the
of the electmn by both a TRD detector and a lead glass array. In decaysof E-+nC,
pion distributions are similar to the electron so the sameexperimental contiguration was
used.
The final value from the exotic atom measurement42differs from the E7 15measurements by 1.7 CS, the agreementbeing reasonable. The weighted mean (Table 4) of these
measurementsyields a E- magnetic moment of -1.156i0.01~N
The ;;“-andzsystem.
RecentresultsfromFermilabE756have yieldedanewvalue
of the E- magnetic moment34’35 and the first measurement of the ? magnetic
moment.23 Displayed in Figure 34 are measurementsof the Z- magnetic moment from
tbre.eFermilabexperiments.34~35~4g~50The result quoted in the thesisof H. Dieh135has
a very small error, J.I= = -0.650 SO05 M.002 JJN; the uncertainties are statistical
a&systematical, respe&ely. However, a result presented by K. B. Luk34 from the same
experiment has a considerably larger uncertainty, J.IE= -0.674 ift.021 M.020 pr.,. It is
preliminary and from a partial data sample. At this time it appearsthe E756 experimenters
are not totally at easewith the Diehl result. In my composite result in Table 4, I usethe Luk
number. Hopefully, the Diehl number is representativeof the final uncertainty that we may
expect from this experiment.
Figure 35 shows the E756 apparatusthat had asits prime goal the measurementof the
R- magnetic moment. It also made important measurementsof the the Z- and ?
moments since these topologies are similar.
Symmetry under the combined operation of chargeconjugation, parity inversion, and
time reversal(CPT) requiresthat magneticmomentsof particle and antiparticle be identical
in magnitude but opposite in sign.
The data of Ho et al.23 is a matched set of both the Z- and? magnetic moments.
They find for the? a value of 0.657 M.028 dzO.020
pi; the matching measurementfor the
E’- yields -0.674 i0.021~r.r. As expected, the two measurementsare in good agreement
with the prediction of the CFT theorem.
Also, FermilabE761 finds their sampleof?? polarized and should be able to extract
a magnetic moment. For completion we note that there is good agreement’ between the
magnitude of the antiproton magnetic moment (-2.795ti.019 uN) and the proton moment
(2.793 pN).
The R- meuswements. A recent final result36 of the Q- magnetic moment from
E756 is included in the Table 4 summary: p Q = - 1 .9 4 + 0. I 7 J.IN . This experiment will
run again in 1991asFermilab E800 and expectsto produce a measurementwith aprecision
of M.O3Il,.
Comments On Magnetic Moments. I would lie to put into perspective our
knowledge of the baryon magnetic moments. Let us look first at the electron and muon
magnetic moments. Both of these have been measuredextremely well38 in comparison
T-me-U
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with the baryons. I choose to quote not their magnetic moments, but one half their
g-factors. For a simple Dirac particle this should be one.
Electron

g/2=

1.001 15965200(40)
1.001 159 652 570 (150)

experiment
fl--Y

Muon

g/2=

1.001 165 924 (9)
1.001 165 921 (8)

experiment
tl=v

Listed first is the experimental value and then the prediction of the~ry.~ ’ In
parenthesesis the estimated uncertainty of each. The deviation from unity is due to higher
order strong and electromagnetic corrections which can be computed. Note that the
agreementhere is very satisfying.
The proton and neutronprecision measurements’ havebeenavailable for a long time.
However, it was not until the adventof the quark model that we had a method of evaluating
them. I-et me illustrate by writing
J.I~ = 2.792 845 6 (1 I ) pN
JIn = -1.913 041 84 (88) FN
Even though the proton and neutron are Dirac particles they certainly do not have simple
Dirac moments. Before the quark model this discrepancy was attributed to structure due
to their strong interactions. This was the original reason for postulating the 0 and p
mesons.
With the quark model we can write the magnetic moments of the baryons (FE) as
sums of the moments of their constituents.
PB = c <B) Pi 1 B>

where pi= ei h/(2mie)
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andeiarethequarkcharges. WecanuseourquarkwavefunctionsofFigure22 tocompute
the moments. Assuming the equality of the u andd quark masseswe can calculate the ratio
Pn/jJp = -213
Experimentahy this number is
JIn/pp

= -0.684

979 75 (58)

Although this was viewed as a successfor the quark model, a skeptical experimentalist
would note that it differed by X TT*10 4 standarddeviations!
Measurementsof the hyperon moments allow for a much wider test of the quark
model. I write the baryon magnetic moments in terms of their quark constituents.
Jlp= 413 J.lu Jln= 413 Jld A= k
r+
q
4/3 pu
3 pd
3kPn-•

113 Jld
l/3 pu
- l/3 p's
- 113 k
1/3h

3Ps.

I haveincluded the transition moment for the X0+ A o 8’ electromagneticdecay52 that was
discussedearlier under the Primakoff method.44
Although the R- is not a member of the octet, the assumptionthat it is composedof
thre-ealigned S quarks allows a magnetic moment prediction. We have nine relations
among three unknown parameters,the quark magnetic moments.
The three most precisely measuredbaryon moments, p, n, and A”, serve as input
parametersforthepredictionoftherest. Table4summarizesthecturent statusofthebsryon
magnetic moments. The sign of the P -+A’ transition moment is taken from the quark
model. Table4 also showsthedifferences from the momentspredicted by thequark model.
Figure36isaplot ofthedifferences. Heretheerroronthe A0 momentisplotted toillustrate
theprecisionofthe Aa comparedtotheothers. Thelargererrorson theZ’ +A” transition
moment and the R- moment distinguish them from the rest.
Thequarkmodelprcdictionsreproduce all the signscorrectly. In magnitude the worst
disagreementis about 0.25 pP This agreementmakes you feel you are on the right track.
However, this is far from the complete story as a glance at the columns showing the
deviation in 0 and in % difference will attest. The E-, with a 2 3 0 % deviation, is striking.
In the near future one can hope for someimprovement in thesemeasurements.E761
should be able to help resolve the discrepancybetween the two existing measurementsof
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the X’ moment. E756 hasdata which should allow it to improve the E’- moment, and with
the expectedrunning of ES00this summerwe may expecta substantial improvement in the
R-.
The simple quark model comparison is clearly just the initial step in making
comparisonswiththeoryory;
manymoreembellisbmentshavebeenmade. Whataretheeffects
of gluon currents, the quark sea,relativistics effects, admixtures of orbital configurations
in the baryon wave functions? There is too large a volume of literature on this topic to go
into detail here. I recommend the list of theory referenceson page VIII.62 of reference 1.
The baryon magnetic moments will continue to be a challenge to theorists. Models
will at least have to give passing reference to the agreement (or lack thereof) of these
increasingly more precise measurements.Referring to Table 4, I alternate between being
impressed that such a simple picture gives good general qualitatative agreementwith the
measurementsand depressedwhen I compare them to the agreement we have with the
magnetic moments of the electron and muon.
Crystal channeling. The phenomenonof crystal channeling53 has been of interest
becauseof the very high effective magnetic fields that are involved. Figure 37 illustrates
thisphenomenon. Figure37adepictsacrystalorientedsotbatachargedbeamentersalmost
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in straightandbentcrystal
parallel to the crystal axis. A positively charged particle entering thus fmds itself in a
potential well formed by the positively charged arraysof nuclei. It is trapped channeledinthispotentialiftheincidentangleisnearthecrystalplane. Iftheangleistoolargeitpasses
through the crystal without being channeled as indicated in the samefigure.
If one now bendsthe crystal asdepicted in Figure 37b, one fmds that one also bends
the channeledbeam.53 From the momentum of the particle and the bend angle one realizes
that the effective magnetic fields inside the crystal can be very large. Can thesesamelarge
fieldsbe.usexltoprecessthespindirectlonofapolarizedbeam? FermilabE761,whosemain
goal was to look at hyperonradiative decays(E:‘+pZ’ and T+X-Z’), attempted to see
this effect in a subsidiary experiment. A beamcontaining ‘Z+ hyperonsis a good candidate
for investigating this effect since they can be produced polarized and have a large decay
asymmetryparame.ter(~= -0.98)forthecommondecaym&,~++pTT”.
Hence,one
can readily measuretheir spin direction from the decay distribution.
Figure 38 schematically shows the crystal configuration used in E761. A single
crystal of silicon was placed in a 375 GeV/c beam which contained about 1% Xc (the rest
being mainly protons andx+). This crystal was alsoimplanted with eight solid stateenergy
lossdetectorssothat the energy depositedin the crystal could be measuredfor eachincident
particle. Apparatus upstream (not shown) of the crystal measured the incident particle
momentum and angle (with a precision of “0.2% and ” 10 prad respectively). A
downstreamspectrometer(aIsonotshown) measuredtheparticlemomentumand~jectory
a second time. Figure 39 shows some preliminary results where no distinction is made
between particle types. Thus it contains mostly protons and x+. Figure 39a shows the
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difference between the angle measuredentering and exiting the crystal. One seesa peak
at about 1.25 mrad which is the known bending angle of the crystal.
Another characteristicis that the channeledparticles loselessenergydue to ionization
than their non-channeledcounterparts. This is seenin Figure 39b and 39c which showsthe
energy deposition in the crystal aligned with the beam (so some beam will be channeled)
and the energy loss for the same crystal not aligned with the beam (so there .will be no
channeling). One seesa clear signal of a smaller energy loss in the aligned case.
The crystal bend angle of 1.25 mrad correspondsto an effective magnetic field of
2 3 5 T within the crystal. With the known E+ magnetic moment one would expect a spin
rotation of z 4 2.5’ in the crystal. About 500ClE‘+eventshavebeenrecordedand assuming
a beam polarization of 15%, this should lead to a measurementof the rotation angle to a
precision of 5 12.5 ’ which should be enough to seethe effect. We look forward to the
results from this data.
The crystal bend angle of 1.25 mrad was chosen to match the acceptanceof the
downstream spectrometer. The crystal was bent to angles as large as 10 mrad (without
breaking!) which would correspondto an effective magnetic field of 275 T.
In the longer range one might consider applying this technique to charmed baryons
which havea much shorter lifetime’ than Z+ . Note that at 500 GeV/c the A,+ and EC+
would have decay lengths of 1.18 and 2.64 cm respectively.
6. Hyperon Radiative Decays
Radiative decays of hyperons are a class of reactions which are simple in their
kinematics: just the decay of one baryon into another with the emission of a photon. Yet
they arealso complicated in that they probe the interplay of the electromagnetic, weak, and
strong interactions.
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Let us illustrate with the simplest of thesereactions: X++ p 8. Our previous example,
Figure 3, shows such a decay. Here a beam of 390 MeV/c K - mesonsis used to produce
Z+ in a 25 inch diameter hydrogen bubble chamber.2 The short heavily ionizing track is
the~+,whichintbisrarephotographdecaystoap’1I. Electromagneticprocessesareclearly
important since a photon is involved. The decay is a weak process since the baryon
strangenesschanges. Finally, the strong force must also be involved since it provides the
fundamental distinction between the proton and I+.
What can we measure? We can measurethe branching ratio; that is, the probability
that a X+ will decay to a p% compared to the other allowed decays. A seriesof early
experiments with very liited statistics indicates this branching fraction is small, ” I x
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I 0 -3. Evenmorechallengingfortheexpetimenteristhat amajordecaymode isX++pr?
with the subsequentdecay, TI’+zX, providing a confusing background.
Gf the radiative decays,E+-+p’zI has been studied most from both an experimental
andtheoretical point of view. Table 5 summarlzesthe meagerexperimental dataon this and
the other radiative decays.
More information may be gleaned from the decay if the E+ is polarized and one
measutesthe correlation of the direction of proton emission to the direction of the X+
polarization. In the rest frame of a polarized Z++p^d the angular distribution of the decay
proton is given by
dN/dR = I + cqj PECOS9
where ~3 is the asymmetry parameterof interest, PI is the polarization of the Z+ , R is the
solid angle, and 8 is the angle between the proton momentum and the 1’ polarization
direction.
Haras4 showed in 1964 that in the standard current-current form of the weak
interaction, with no CP violation, AND in the SU(3) limit, ~3 + 0. In a simple calculation
of first order symmetry breaking cxx would tend to become positive for the I+ decay.
Hyperon radiative decayshave beenanalyzed theoretically using single quark transitions,
internal W exchange,penguin diagrams, long distanceeffects, and QCD summles.55-62
Some of the contributing diagrams are shown in Figure 40.
The fmt two can contribute to all of the radiative decays; the last diagram cannot
contributetol-+X-a
or R-+Z-;Y sinceneither of the initial hyperonscontain a valence
u quark. The one quark transition diagram predicts amplitudes much smaller than those
observed.To quote from Kogan and Shiiman,55 “ The mechanismof this diagram cannot
play an important role in weak radiative decays”.
Hara’s Theorem and the simplest models predict ~21 to be zero. However, the early
experiments, as seenin Table 5, with statisticsof only a few hundred eventsindicated.that
ox was large and negative. These results confounded theorists and worried some
experimenterssince it might be explained by an unexpectedcontamination of the E’+p’l(
events with an unresolvedbackground from much more copious Xc-+@’ decayswhich
have a large negative asymmetry. ’
The Fermilab E761 collaboration was formed to conduct a definitive experiment on
theradiativedecay E’+pz. Tbeapparatusconstructedutilizes theFcrmilabProtonCenter
hyperon beam which produces Z+ at “375 GeV/c. Because the 1’ particles are
produced with large energies,they travel “8 m from their origin before they decay; hence,
they are well separatedfrom the clutter of their production region. The beam is polarized
and, even more importantly, the direction of the E+ polarization can be easily reversed,
providing control of potential systematicerrors.
A schematic view of the experiment is shown in Figure 41. It consists of 3
spectrometers,one for eachof the particles in the decay1’ -i p ‘1(:a hyperon, a baryon, and
a photon spectrometer. The hyperon spectrometermeasuresthe I+ momentum to 0.7%.
It is composedof three stations(9 planes)of silicon strip detectors(SSD) and a magnet.The
baryon spectrometer measuresthe proton momentum to 0.2%. It has four stations of
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Table 5
A Summary Hyperon Radiative Decay Data
Branching Ratio
x+-rp’Li

1.16+0.21

~10‘~

cx

Events
=I 07

-0.72t0.29

1.27+0.17 x I o-3
1.30+0. I5 x I O-3 -0.86+0.
I .45+0.30
x I o-3
~-+T6’

2.32 I .O x I O-4

?+A5

I .06+0.16x

?-“P21

3.5620.43

xIO-~

A+nX

1.02+0.33

~10-~

R-+z;l/

c2.2

I o-3

Hydrogen

Bubble

Chamber

data

155 CERN.Biagi 1985
I3iO.04

= I90
408
I I

0.43io.44

116

0.20+0.32

Kobayashi.
1987
Hessey,
1989
CERN Biagi
James,

Fermilab

85

Teige,

Fermilab

31

CERN. Biagi
Bourquin,

x10-3

1987
E619
E619

1986
1984

Hydrogen Bubble Data from Particle
Data Group, Phys. Lett. 239 (1990).
Biagi et al., A Measurement
of the BR X++pZ/X++pJr’,
2. Phys C28 (1985) 495.
Biagi et al., First Measurement
of the A+n2( BR, 2. Phys. C30 (1986)
20 I,
Biagi et al., First Measurement
of the f--rZ?
BR. 2. Phys. C35 (1987)
143.
Kobayashi
et al., New Measurement
of the Asymmetry
Parameter
For the I+-pzI
Decay.
Phys Rev Letters
59 (I 987) 868.
Hessey, et al.. A Measurement
of the X++pZ BR. 2. Phys. C42 (1989)
175.
C. James et al., Phys Rev Lett 64 (1990) 843.
S. Teige et al.. Phys Rev Lett 63 (1989) 2717.
M. Bourquin
et al., Nucl Phys 8241 (1984)
I.

proportional wire chambers(PWC) containing a total of 30 planes,and three magnets.The
angular resolution of both the hyperon and baryon spectrometersis z I 0 p r a d
Crucial to the separationof the single photon eventsfrom the TI” background is the
photon spectrometer,which measutesthe photon position and energy. It measuresthe
photonposidonbyconvertingthephotonintwoone-inch-thickironplates.Thehighenergy
chargedcomponent of the produced shower follows closely the original photon direction.
Transition radiation detectors(TRD) measurethe centerof the high energy electromagnetic
shower. Wire chambersare used to supplement the TRD.
Measurementof the photon energyis done by a 112 element calorimeter. Most of the
calorimeter is composedof lead glass; however, the central region is instrumented with 16
crystals of Bismuth Germanate (BGO). The BGO has a much shorter radiation length
(about 1 cm) than lead glass and is capableof better photon position resolution.
An 800 GeV/c proton beamimpinges on the Cu target at a finite targeting angle of ?4
mrad in the horizontal, producing a 375 GeV/c polarized hypemn beam. The polarization
is along the direction given by the crossproduct of the incident proton momentum and the
outgoing I+ momentum. We can reverse the targeting angle and thus reverse the
polarization direction. This gives two sets of data, spin up and spin down, and allows
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Figure 40. Relevant diagmmsto radiative decays

cancelling biasesin the apparatusby averaging over them.
We define the asymmetry, A, for a sample of Z+ decaysas A E CXPx where o( is
the asymmetry parameter for the specific decay and PI is the hypcron polarization. We
then measurethe asymmetry for two different decay modes (A;y f Or E++p 8, and A0
for ~‘+p’JT”) with the samebeam and hencethe same PI.
ot”l( = &/A~)

o(~

Ax and A, aredetermined from the data sampleandusing the known ’ value of o. (-0.980
f 0.016) can be inserted to determine ~3.
Shown in Figure 42 is the missing mass squared distribution from their full data
sample assumingthe decay Z ++p +X The size of the sample is such that it approaches1
million eventsper bin! After making geometrical and kinematic selections,we find a value
forA,, = -0.1 I.
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From Figure 42 it is clear that the dominant background is E++p7T”. How do we
separateE++p2( from X+-+p7Y”? We now usethe photon position information from the
TRD and photon energy measurementsfrom the BGO and lead glass calorimeter. Shown
in Figure 43 is the missing mass squared distribution with theserestrictions. A clear peak
is seenat the mass squaredof the photon.
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selection of single photon events imposed.
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TRD and czdorimeaic

Thus,wefindAT= -0.079 + .O 12,whichyieldsavalueforcx~= -0.69+(0.11
statistical) f (0.11 f 0.11 systematic). This is based on 37,816 f 261 events and is a
preliminary result63 since systematicstudieshavenot beencompleted. If one is optimistic,
the systematicuncertaimy might be reducedto where it is negligible, and if the statisticsof
the sample were fully exploited the combined error could be reduced to ti.07. The result
agrees well with the previous lower statistics experiments in Table 5 and is also in
agreementwith the calculations of I. I. Balitsky, V. M. Brawn, and A. V. Kolesnichenko.57
The sameexperiment has also collected data on the decay I-+Z-X
and we look
forward to seeing that result. Note that the W exchange diagram of Figure 40 cannot
contribute to this decay.
7. Future Prospects.
I havetried to give a broaddescription of the developmentof hyperon beamsand some
of the physics they have done. The direction for future devolopments follows the lead of
the final run of the CERN SPShyperon experiment (CEBN WA62). We have only been
discussing statescomposedof the three lowest massquarks. From Figure 1, it is clear that
there is a much richer structure. Figure 44 depicts the structureof the three quark baryons
when the c (charm) quark is also included.
There has been a continual upgrade in the number of detector planes, their spatial
resolution, and the particle identification capabilities of this apparatus. Figure 45 shows a
baryon massspectrum8’64of a statethey namedA+ and concluded to haveaquark stucture
of csu. In modem nomenclature (shown in Figure 44) this is the Z c+. Since the incident
beam particle could be tagged,this production was shown to be initiated by a I-. Shortly
later they discovered*’ 65 a css state they namedthe To. In the notation of Figure 44 this
is the R,‘.

(a)

(b)

r!,
A

Zy$-/-&~

-

Figure 44. Three quark statesof l/2+ and 3R+ which form two W(4). These correspond to quantum
numbers of c=o to c=3.
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These discoveries were not followed up by the CERN group because the space
occupied by their beam was neededfor other projects.
It is clear that a rich program of baryon spectroscopyis before us. It is one in which
the advantageof an incident projectile which carries a strangequark has an advantagein
producing a state with both charm (or perhaps even beauty) and strangeness. A new
programisunderwayatCERN(WA89)andatFermilab(E781)tocontinueinthisdirection.
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